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Abstract. During the recoveryphaseof a magneticstorm,fluxesof relativistic(> 1
MeV) electronsin the innermagnetosphere
(3 <_L <_6) increaseto beyondprestorm
levels,reaching a peak .04 days after the initiation of the storm. In order to account
for the generation of these "killer electrons"a model is presentedprimarily on the
basisof the stochasticaccelerationof electronsby enhancedwhistler mode chorus.

In terms of a quasi-linearformulationa kinetic (Fokker-Planck)equationfor the
electron energy distribution is derived comprisingan energy diffusioncoefficient
based on gyroresonantelectron-whistlermode wave interaction and parallel wave

propagation,a sourceterm representingsubstorm-produced
(lower-energy)seed
electrons,and a lossterm representingelectronprecipitationdue to pitch angle
scatteringby whistler mode wavesand electromagnetic
ion cyclotron(EMIC)
waves. Steady state solutionsfor the electron energy dist.ribution are constructed
and fitted to an empirically derived relativistic Maxwellian distribution for the

high-energy "hard" electron population at geosynchronous
orbit. If the average
whistler amplitude is sufficientlylarge, for instance, 75-400 pT, dependent on
the values of the other model parameters,and assuminga backgroundplasma

densityof No - 10 cm-3 outsidethe plasmasphere,
thena goodfit to the empirical
distribution is obtained and correspondsto a timescale for the formation of the
high-energysteady state distribution of 3-5 days. For a lower representativevalue

of the background
plasmadensity,No - i cm-3, smallerwhistleramplitudes,
in the range 13-72 pT, can producethe high-energydistribution in the required
time frame of several days. It is concludedfrom the model calculationsthat the
processof stochasticaccelerationby gyroresonantelectron-whistlermode wave
interaction in conjunctionwith pitch angle scatteringby EMIC wavesconstitutes
a viable mechanismfor generatingkiller electronsduring geomagneticstorms.
The mechanism is expected to be particularly effective for the class of small and
moderate storms possessinga long-lastingrecoveryphase during which many
substorms

1.

occur.

Introduction
It is well known

that

variations

in the fluxes of rela-

tivistic electrons,of kinetic energies> 1 MeV, in the in-

in associationwith large negative values of the interplanetary magnetic field Bz and large suddenincreases
in the solar wind densityand pressure [Paulikasand

during
ner magnetosphere
(3 _<L _<6) are relatedto disturbed Blake, 1979;Blake et al., 1997]. Subsequently,
the
recovery
phase
of
the
storm,
fluxes
increase
to bemagnetosphericconditionscommonly called "magnetic
yond
prestorm
levels
and
peak
•04
days
after
the
initistorms." Typically, for many storms the electron fluxes
ation
of
the
storm
[Paulikas
and
Blake,
1979;
Baker
et
diminish rapidly during the main phase of the storm.
al.,
1886,
1994a,
1997;
Nagai,
1988;
Liet
al.,
1997a,
The main phase depletion of relativistic electronsoccurs
1997b; Reeveset al., 1998]. These enhancements
in
fluxesof relativisticelectrons,which are colloquially
1 On leave from Purple Mountain Observatory,Chinese referred to as killer electrons, have become the subattentionby magnetospheric
physiAcademyof Sciences,Nanjing, People'sRepublic of China. ject of considerable
cists. Not only do the enhancementsconstitute an intrinsically interestingphysicsproblemin the near-Earth
space,but they constitutea potentially serioushazard
to satellites, spacestations, and, conceivably,humans
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in space. In fact, satellite disfunctions("anomalies") possiblesourceof energeticelectronsfor the outer rahave been linked to the effects of relativistic electron
diation belt, though further calculationsare neededto
increases [Baker et al., 1994b, 1997], and the state evaluatethe significanceof the study. In anothermechof the radiation
belt environment
has become a maanismstill to be fully evaluated,Rostokeret al. [1998]
jor concernin spaceweather forecasting[e.g., Baker, andLiu et al. [1999]makethe casethat large-amplitude
1998; Reeves,1998a]. The regionnear geosynchronousULF pulsationshave the potential to supplythe energy
(or geostationary)orbit, L _ 6.6, in the geographic necessaryto create the enhanced relativistic electron
equatorial plane, is of particular interest becauseit is fluxes. In a three-dimensional(3-D) globalMHD simthe operating zone of many orbiting satellites. Reeves ulation of the rapid rise of relativistic electron fluxes

[1998b]hasrecentlyexaminedthe relationshipbetween during the January 1997 magnetic cloud event, Hudson et al. [1999a,b] alsofoundthat ULF oscillations
may play a role in energizingrelativistic electronsvia
a mechanisminvolving drift resonantaccelerationand

relativistic electron enhancements at geosynchronous
orbit and magnetic storms as measured by the D st
index. In particular, the 30 most intense relativistic
electron events during 1992-1995 were examined, and
it was found that every relativistic electron event was
associatedwith a magnetic storm as indicated by the

radial transport.

It is becoming increasinglyapparent that electrons
are accelerated
to relativistic(> 1 MeV) energies
in situ
[e.g., Blake et al., 1998].
Dst index, though a small fraction (•10%) of mag- in the inner magnetosphere
netic storms did occur with no increase in relativisSignificantevidencein supportof this conclusion
is the
tic electron fluxes. Thus one conclusion from Reeves'
observationby $elesnickand Blake [1997b]that the
[1998b]analysisis that intensesolar wind conditions phase space density of electronsof greater than MeV
are necessaryto generate strong relativistic electron energiespeaks near L - 4 to L - 5 during storms.
enhancements. Nevertheless, despite the accumulated
magnetic storm data from satellites over many years,
including coordinated observationsfr•m t•e Interna-

As a result of substormactivity, electronswith energies
up to •300 keV are injected near geosynchronous
orbit

[Caytonet al., 1989;Baker et al., 1989,1998]. These

tional SolarTerrestrialPhysics(ISTP) constellationof electronsappear to form the sourcepopulation for the
spacecraftand othermultisatellitemissions[e.g.,Baker relativistic electronsof greater than MeV energiesthat
observed.Summerset al. [1998,1999]
et al., 1997; Reeveset al., 1998],there is, as yet, no are subsequently
acceptedexplanation for the generationof the relativistic electrons. Specifically,it is not known exactly how,
where, or when the electrons are accelerated. Various
energizationmechanismshave been proposed,and most

of theseare reviewedby L iet al. [1997a].It appears
easier to explain the main phase depletion of energetic
electrons than their subsequentrecovery and enhancement. The drop in relativistic electron fluxes near geosynchronousorbit is partly due to adiabatic responses

(conservingall three adiabaticinvariants)to magnetic
field decreases,as reflected in the reduction in D st in-

dex [e.g.,Kim and Chan,1997]. Nevertheless,
Liet al.
[1997a]showthat other physicalmechanisms,
including precipitation, must also contribute to the depletion.

It has beensuggested
that radial diffusion [Schulzand
Lanzerotti,1974],invokedto explainthe existence
of the
outer electron radiation belt itself, could also generate
electronsof MeV energiesin the inner magnetosphere.
This mechanism,which involvesinwardly transporting
energeticelectronsfrom a presumedsourcein the outer

have shown that whistler mode waves could provide an
effectivemechanismfor acceleratingelectronsfrom en-

ergiesnear 100 keV to above 1 MeV in the regionoutside the plasmapauseduring the storm recoveryphase.
In a survey of potential wave modes for electron scattering and stochasticaccelerationto relativistic energiesduringmagneticstorms,Horne and Thorne[1998]
concluded,in particular, that in low-densityregionsof
the magnetospherewhere the electron gyrofrequency
exceedsthe electron plasma frequency, there are four
potential wave modes that can resonatewith electrons
in the energy range 100 keV to a few MeV- the whistler,
LO, RX, and Z modes. The conceptof stochasticacceleration of electronsby whistler mode wavesin the magnetospherehas also been discussedby Ternerin et al.

[1994],Li et al. [1997a],Ternerin[1998],andRothet al.
[1999].It is the purposeof presentpaperto quantifythe
modelpresentedqualitativelyby Summerset al. [1998,
section8] for the stochasticaccelerationof relativistic

electronsduring geomagneticstorms. Essentialingredimagnetosphere(in the tail), can producesuch ener- ents in the model are the spatial regionswithin the ingiesduring relativelyquiet periods[e.g.,$elesnickand ner magnetosphere3 < L < 9 where enhancedwhistler
Blake, 1997a],althoughthe processis too slowduring modechorus [ Tsurutaniand Smith,1974,1977;Koons
activetimes [Li et al., 1997a;Blakeet al., 1998].Cer- andRoeder,1990;Parrot and Gaye,1994]andenhanced
ion cyclotron(EMIC or L mode)waves
tain global recirculation processes,involving radial dif- electromagnetic
fusion, have also been proposedto generate relativistic occur [Cornwallet al., 1970;Pertaut et al., 1976;Jorelectrons[e.g.,Baker et al., 1986, 1989;Fujimotoand danovaet al., 1997; Kozyra et al., 1997]; seeFigure
Nishida,1990],thoughthesehaveprovedinadequateas 1. The aforementioned substorm-producedseed poputhe transportratesare too slow. Sheldonet al. [1998] lation of electronsin the energyrange 100-300 keV have
have recently identified the outer polar cuspregionas a approximately circular drift paths within the region
potential accelerationregion of the magnetosphereand

3 < L < 9 and, consequently,will traverse the regions
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Figure 1. (a) Schematicview in the magneticequatorialplaneof the approximatelycircular
(projected)drift path of relativisticelectrons
in the innermagnetosphere.
Duringstormsthese
energeticelectronsdrift (eastward)through regionsof enhancedwhistlermode chorusand enhancedelectromagnetic
ion cyclotron(EMIC) waves.(b) Representation
of the gyrationabout
magneticfield lines and the bouncemotion of energeticelectronsas they executethe approximately circular drift path shownin Figure la.

of enhanced whistler

mode chorus and enhanced EMIC

2.

Model

waves. Specifically,in this paper we shall model the acceleration of electronsduring the storm recoveryphase

The region to which the model constructedin this
by meansof second-orderFermi (or stochasticgyrores- paper applies is that part of the inner magnetosphere
onant) accelerationby weakwhistlermodeturbulence. during storm time that is illustrated in the idealized
In a standard quasi-linear formulation we construct a Figure 1 for 3 <_L <_9. This region containsan extenkinetic equationfor the evolutionof the electronenergy sive subregionof whistler mode chorus, a smaller but
distribution function. The equation contains an en- intenseregion of EMIC waves,and the important geoergy diffusioncoeificientdue to resonantwhistler mode synchronousorbit region near L - 6.6. Figure I is a
wave/electroninteractionand an electronlossterm due simplifiedversionof Summerset al. [1998,Figure 7],
to pitch angle scattering by both the whistler mode which itself was constructed on the basis of observations
and EMIC waves. We should point out here that the and relevanttheory [Cornwallet al., 1970;Pertaut et
data from the Solar, Anomalous,and Magnetospheric al., 1976; Koons and Roeder, 1990; Parrot and Gaye,
Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) satellite [Nakamuraet 1994; Tsurutani and Smith, 1974, 1977; Kozyra et al.,
al., 1995; Liet al., 1997a;Nakamura,1998]showthat 1997; Jordanovaet al., 1997]. We assumethat geobursty electron precipitation occursas the electronflux magnetic storm activity producesa seedpopulation of
increasesduring the storm recoveryphase. Such pre- electronsof energy • 100 keV as a sourcefor the region
cipitation, together with the existenceof an abundant specifiedin Figure 1. We are not concernedin this paper
supply of storm-produced lower-energyseed electrons with the precisemeans(transport,originalsourcelocaILl et al., 1997a;Baker et al., 1998]are supportiveof tion, etc.) by whichthe sourceis supplied.Accordingto
the model constructed in this paper. The model is pre- standardparticledrift theory[e.g.,Wolf,1995],the drift
sented in detail in section 2, and numerical solutions motion of "hot" (e.g., 100 keV) electronscloseto the
are presented in section 3. The solutions are compared Earth is dominated by gradient drift with the result that
with data on the electron energy distribution of high electronsexecute approximately circular drift trajectoenergy(300-2000keV) electronsat geosynchronous
or- ries eastward about the Earth. Thus the storm-supplied
bit. We find that stochastic gyroresonantacceleration
by whistler mode wavescan indeed acceleratesubstormproduced seed electrons in the inner magnetosphereto
generate high-energyelectron spectra of the type observed,following continuousinjection of seedelectrons
over a timescale of several days. Specific predictions
of the model depend, of course,on the values taken for
the model parameters. In section4 we briefly assessour
findingsand state our conclusions.

source electrons constitute a quasi-trapped population
traversing the whistler mode and EMIC wave subregionsillustrated in Figure 1. While executingthe eastward drift, the electrons gyrate about the field lines
and "bounce"between mirror points, during which time
they also undergo both energy and pitch angle diffusion as a result

of their

mode chorus and EMIC

interaction

waves.

with

the whistler

We shall assume that

the pitch angle scattering rate is much greater than the
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energydiffusion
rate (seetheappendix)
sothat theelec- bulence is weak, i.e., comprisessmall-amplitudemagtron distribution will be nearly isotropic. Further, we netic and electric wave fields. Momentum diffusion coshall take accountof pitch angle diffusionof electrons efficientscorrespondingto whistler mode waves have
into the loss cone and their subsequent precipitation been obtained by various authors. We calculate the
into the atmosphereby characterizingtheir lossfrom
the system by an escapetime Tesc. The kinetic or
Fokker-Planckequationdescribingthe evolutionin time
t of the electronenergydistributionfunctionf (E, t) can

Fokker-Planckcoefficients
D(E) and A(E) from (AS)
using the whistler mode diffusioncoefficients
Dp derivedby HamiltonandPetrosian[1992](for 2 < q _• 4)
and $chlickeiser
[1997](for 1 < q • 2) for parallelwave

be written

propagation. The results are

as

02

of

0

---

Tesc

+

D(E)- Do[E(E+ 2)](q-1)/2
(E + 1)-•

t),

A(E)-- Doq[E(E+ 2)](q-3)/2
,

(1)

q-1

Do= q2
(q2
_4) fie

is the Lorentz factor, v is the particle speed, me is the

electronrestmass,and c is the speedof light; f(E, t)dE

for 2 < q _<4, and

is the number of particles per unit volume in the inter-

D(E) - •9o[E(E+ 2)]1/2(E + 1)-1

val dE; D(E) is the energydiffusioncoefficientdue to
interaction

(4)

where

whereE - Ek/(mec2) -- "/-1 istheparticlekineticenergyin unitsoftherestmass
energy,
7 - (1-v2/c2)-i/2

resonant

(3)

of the electrons with whistler

(6)

mode

4(s) - 2Vo[s(s + 2)]

turbulence;A(E) is the systematicacceleration
rate due

to thewhistler
modeturbulence;
I/•œ1
istheenergy
loss
rate due to processesnot directly related to stochastic
acceleration,here assumedto be Coulombcollisionsand
synchrotron radiation; Tescis the mean escapetime of
particles out of the systemdue to pitch angle scattering
by both whistler mode and EMIC waves;and the source

term $(E, t) represents
the rate of particleinjectioninto
the inner magnetosphericregion specifiedin Figure 1 as

a resultof stormactivity. Equation(1) is not the stan-

(7)

where

Do= 7r(q
1) ckmin
q1
8
--

m e

(2-q)/2

O•
(2+q)/2
JW.R•e,

(8)

for I < q < 2. In (3)-(8) the two dimensionless
parameters R and a are introduced; R is the ratio of turbulent
energy Wtot to magnetic field energy:

dard form of Fokker-Planck equation employedin space
physics,and so, we give a brief accountof its derivation
(9)
in the appendix. Detailed data on the whistler mode
chorusduring storm time are unfortunately not avail(10)
c•- • e21V:
p2
e--(mplme)/•,
able. In fact, insufficient information is known about
the energy spectrum of the turbulence in many space wherefie - eBo/(mec)is the electrongyrofrequency,
physics situations. While whistler mode chorus emis- with B0 the ambient magneticfield strengthand e
sionsare normally consideredto be discreteduring geo- the electroncharge;AB is the averagewhistlermode

magneticallyquiet times [Andersonand Kurth, 1989], waveamplitude;
Wpe
- (4•rNoe2/me)
1/2is theelectron
;* is here .......
concomitant

• that •,,•;-

enhanced

whistler

•evma•netic storms •h•
mode turbulence

can be

considered quasi-continuous. Specifically, a simplifying assumption is made that the whistler mode turbulence is isotropic, homogeneous,and stationary and
has a power law spectral energy density distribution in
wavenumber k with spectral index q; specifically,the
spectral energy density is assumedto take the form,

Jw is a weaklyvaryingfunctionof E; and•

- v•/c,

wherev• - Bo/(4•Nomp)
•/2 is the A1N•nspeed
and
mp is the proton rest mass. The parameter• definedin

(10) is identicalto the parameter• usedby Summers
et al. [1998].We note, in particular,as shouldindeed
be the case,that sincethe kinetic energyvariableE is
dimensionless,the dimensionof the diffusioncoefficient

D equalsthe dimension
of the parameterD0 (or D0)

kmin
k )q
Wtot
W(k)
=q
-1(kmin
W,o, =

equals[time]
-•. Fordefiniteness,
in (5) and(8) weset
(2)

rain

for wavenumbersgreater than kmin, to be specifiedbelow. In accordance with the quasi-linear diffusion formulation adopted in this paper the whistler mode tur-

kmin-- •-•p/(C/•A),

(11)

[e.g.,HamiltonandPetrosian,
1992],where
•-•p-- eBo/(mpC)is the protongyrofrequency.

Theenergy
losstermI/•œ],in whichweinclude
losses
due to Coulomb collisions and synchrotron radiation,
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unity. As an idealizedassumption,we regardthe Kolmogorov spectrum as the representativespectrum over

6 x 10-•3No(E
+ 1)[E(E+ 2)]-•/2
+1.32x 10-9B•E(E+ 2).

the rangeI < q < 2, andwehenceforth
setq - 5/3 and
Jw = 1 in (14).

The first term on the right-handsideof (12) is the energy lossrate due to Coulombcollisions,given by Melrose[1980],and the secondterm is the energylossrate

Since,from (10) the parameter• is inverselypro-

portional to the particle number densityNo; it follows
from (13) and (14) that Do and l)o increaseas No decreases.This agreeswith the conclusionsof Summerset
due to synchrotron radiation given by Blumenthal and al. [1998],whofoundby constructing
resonantdiffusion
Gould[1970]. In (12) the particlenumberdensityNo curves in velocity spacethat energy diffusion becomes
is in cm-3, the magneticfieldstrengthBo is in gauss, morepronounced
with increasing• (or decreasing
No).
and[/•œ[isin s-•.
As expected, the values of Do and l)o also increaseas
We note that there are potentially four influential pa- the turbulent spectralenergydensityratio R increases.
rametersin the model:the parametera definedby (10), Specifically,
we find from (13) and (14) that Do and
the spectral index q, the turbulent wave power parame- depend on the plasma parameters No and Bo and the
ter R, and the mean particle escape time Tesc. The wave amplitude AB as follows:
value of the parameter a depends on the values taken
for the particle density No and the ambient magnetic
DOo(:
mo
(4-q)
(Am)2/mo
(5-q)/2
field strength B0. We shall discussTeac,which we regard as an adjustableparameter, and the particle source for 2 < q <_4 and
function $ below. The diffusion parameters Do and D0

occurringin expressions
(3) and (6) for the diffusionco-

•)0CK
m•)(AB)
2/N0
3/2

efficientD are measuresof the rate of energydiffusion,

andD• • and•D•• aremeasures
ofthetimescale
forpar-

(16)

for l<q<2.

ticle acceleration.Substitutingthe result (11) for kmin
In this paper we set No - 10 cm-3 as the parti'
into equations(5) and (8), we find that Do and D0 are cle number density representativeof the inner magnegiven by
tosphere(3 _< L _< 9) outsidethe plasmasphere.It
could be argued that such a value may be too high

7r(q- 1)2

me

for the background plasma outside the plasmasphere.

However,sincefrom (15) and (16) it is clearthat the

•le_Rr,
(5-q)
/2(13}
_ 7r(q1)
2(T/le)
(q--1)/2

acceleration processbecomesmore efficient as No de-

creases,we find it usefulto adopt No - 10 cm-3 as a
genericconservativevalue. We commentfurther on this

assumptionbelow. We usethe equatorial(dipole)magneticfieldvalueB0 - 3.12x 10-SL-3 T. Corresponding

for 2 < q _<4, and

values of B0 and the above-defined parameters a and
/•A at the locationsL - 3, 4,..., 9 are given in Table 1.
In Figure 2 we plot the energy diffusion parameter Do

T)0

(14)

(s-1) as a functionof the spectralindexq in the ,'ange

2 < q < 4 at each of the locations L - 3, 4, and 5.
At
each L value we calculate Do for the specifiedwave
for 1 < q < 2. Correspondingto the Kolmogorovturamplitudes
AB - 75 pT, 100 pT, 300 pT, and 1 nT
bulentspectrum(q- 5/3), the functionJw is of order

Table 1. Valuesof the MagneticField Bo, the Parmneters
a and •A Givenby (10), the Critical
EnergyEc Givenby (20) Corresponding
to the Locations
L = 3, 4, ..., 9; and Corresponding
to the
IndicatedValuesof the SpectralIndexq, the TypicalValuesof the AverageWaveAmplitudeAB and
the Associated
Valuesof the Diffusion
Parameters
Do andDo Required
to Producea High-Energy
Hard
ElectronDistributionAfter SeveralDaysof SubstormParticleInjection
L
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Bo,T
1.16 10-e
4.85 10-7
2.50 10-7
1.44 10-7
9.1 10-8
6.1 10-8
4.3 10-8

q=
a
•
Ec,keV AB,pT
1.31
0.027
267
75
0.23
0.011
57
200
0.061 0.006
15
400
0.019 0.0032
4.8
600
0.0081 0.0021
2.1
900
0.0036 0.0014
0.9
1400
0.0018 0.001
0.5
2000

5/3
Do,s-•
7.8 10-•
9.8 10-6
10 10-6
7.3 10-6
7.0 10-6
7.5 10-6
7.6 10-6

The backgroundparticlenumberdensityis No - 10 cm-3.

qAB,pT
150
300
400
600
800
1200
1500

2.5
Do,s-•
8.6 10-e
9.3 10-6
6.1 10-6
5.7 10-6
5.4 10-6
6.6 10-6
6.1 10-6

q=
AB,pT
500
700
1000
1200
1500
1800
2200

3.0
Do,s-•
7.6 10-6
6.2 10-6
6.5 10-6
5.3 10-6
5.4 10-6
5.1 10-6
5.4 10-6
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propertyalsofollowsfrom relation (15). Thus,ibr q in
the range 2 < q < 4, shorteraccelerationtimes are favoredby smallervaluesof q, smallervaluesof L, and (of
course)larger valuesof the wave amplitudeAB. Correspondingto the Kolmogorovspectrum(q = 5/3), we

3.5

10-6
4.0

10-7

showin Figure3 the diffusion
parameter/)o(s-•) asa

10-8

functionof AB (pT) at the locationsL = 3, 4, and 5.

b 10-•

Again, it is clear from Figure 3 that shorter acceleration times are favoredby smaller valuesof L and larger

10-3

valuesof AB; this propertysimilarlyfollowsfrom (16).

10-4

In Figure4 we plot the diffusioncoe•cientD (s--•)
as a function of the particle kinetic energyE (MeV),
as givenby (3), (6), (13), and (14), for the fixed wave
amplitudeAB = I nT and for No = 10 cm-a. The

10-•

10-6

curves are constructedfor values of the spectral index

q = 5/3, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 at each of the locations

10-7

10-8

ill]

, , , , i I'll

i , , , , ,i

10-a[

L = 3, 4, and 5. The diffusion coefficientD is clearly
an increasingfunction of energy E. In general, for a
given value of E, though not at all values, D can also
be seento increase as q decreases.
Accordingto the standard quasi-lineartheory of resonant

interaction

of electrons

with

whistler

mode tur-

bulence[e.g., Melrose,1986], in order for electronsto

10-4

resonate

with

10-5

whistlers

the condition

")/]•
• (mp/me)l/2/•A

10-6
10-

10-•.01

INNER

malism we have adopted in this paper. It is evident
from Figure 2 that at any given L value, as the value
of q decreases,the valueof Do increases,and hencethe
time scale for particle accelerationdecreases. In addition, it can be observedthat for a given value of q,
as L decreases,the value of Do likewise increases;this

10-4

10-2
[

IN THE

0.1

i

1

must be satisfied;/• = v/c wherev is the particlespeed,
c is the speed of light, -/ is the Lorentz factor, and
/•n = vn/c is the Alfv6nspeedparameterd(finedabove.
Makinguseof the relativisticrelationsgivenin (A6), we
find that (17) can be expressed
in the form

E (MeV)
Figure 2. DiffusioncoefficientDo givenby (13) as a
function of the turbulencespectralindex q for 2 < q <
4. Figures 23, 2b, and 2c correspondto the locations
L = 3, 4, and 5, respectively.The backgroundparticle

œ'(E+ 2) _>(mp/me)/•,

the wavepowerR (givenby (9)), whichcorrespond
to

can be reduced

to

E _>Ec,

(19)

where Ec is the critical energy given by

the respectiveaverage wave amplitudes AB =75 pT,

Ec-(1 + a)•/2 - 1.

100 pT, 300 pT, and 1 nT.

(whichcorrespond
to the indicatedvaluesof R in the

(18)

which,in turn, by usingthe parametera definedin (10),

numberdensityNo = 10cm-a. In eachdiagram,curves
are shown correspondingto the four indicated valuesof

(17)

(20)

The value of the parameter a dependson the valuesof
the particle number density No and magnetic field B0.
Values of the critical energy Ec are given in Table I at

diagrams).
Linesindicating
thetimescales
D• • forpar- the locationsL = 3, 4, ..., 9 for No = 10 cm-a; the
ticle accelerationcorresponding
to I hour, 1/2 day,and
I day are shownin eachdiagram. As can be observed
from the curvesin Figure 2, the value of Do is particularly sensitiveto the value of q as q approaches2. In
fact, formally from (13), we havethe result Do
as q -+ 2, which is obviouslyundesirablephysicallybut
which is a consequence
of the quasi-lineardiffusionfor-

values for L = 3, 4, and 5 correspondto the energy
cutoff values in Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c, respectively.
3.

Numerical
Prior

Results

to consideration

of the solution

of the kinetic

equation(1) for the electronenergydistributionfunc-
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Figure 3. DiffusioncoefficientZ)0 givenby (14) as a functionof the averagewaveamplitude
lkB (pT) at eachof the locationsL - 3, 4, and 5. The turbulence
spectralindexq - 5/3, the

parameterJw - l, andthe background
particlenumberdensityNo - l0 cm-3.

tion f(E, t) wemustspecifythe sourcefunctionS(E, t)
that representsstorm-produced seedelectrons. We shall

shall regardthis soft componentas comprisingthe electron seed population. Thus we shall identify the tem-

assumethat the sourcefunctioncan be represented
by perature Ts associatedwith the Maxwellian source distemperature
a standardrelativisticMaxwelliandistribution,namely, tribution (21)-(22) as the aforementioned
of the soft electroncomponent. Caytonet al. [1989]
$ -- $o[Iz/K2(IZ)](E
+ I)[E(E + 2)]1/2½
-tz(E+l),(21) found that the value of Tn showslittle changeon the
substorm(hourly)timescale,whileNn decreases
during
where

p -- mec2/(kBTs)

substorms. We shall regard the hard electron distrib-

(22) ution as preciselythe highly energetic(killer) electron

and Ts representsthe temperatureof the distribution; distributionthat we are trying to model as a (steady
K2 (•u)is a modifiedBesselfunctionof the secondkind state) solutionof the kinetic equation(1) with the
of argument•u, and ks is Boltzmann'sconstant. It can steadyMaxwelliansource(21)-(22).
We solve (1) for the energeticelectrondistribution
be shownthat f SdE - So,sothat the parameter
So
f(E,t)
by the Crank-Nicholsonimplicit differencing
representsthe total numberof sourceelectronsper unit
volume per unit time.
It is clearly important both to calibrate and test our

model, as far as is possibleat the presenttime, by
makinguseof availableobservational
data. The study
by Caytonet al. [1989]appearsto be best suitedto
thesepurposes.Caytonet al. [1989]derivedenergydistributionfunctionsfrom energetic(30-2000keV) electron fluxesobservedsimultaneously
by three satellites
in geosynchronous
orbit throughout the year 1986. It
wasfound that the energeticelectronpopulationcan be
resolved into two distinct relativistic Maxwellian

com-

ponents, each parameterized by a temperature and a

scheme. The method is well suited to time-dependent
Fokker-Planck equations, and we refer the reader to

Hamiltonet al. [1990]andPark andPetrosian[1996]for
full details. Sincewe are concernedwith the generation
of a highly energetic electron distribution, we assume
that there are no suchenergeticparticles initially, i.e.,

f (E, O)- 0

E > Es,

(23)

where Es = 1//• is the thermal energyassociatedwith
the sourcedistribution(21)-(22). We further assume
that subjectto continuousinjectionof the seedelectrons

density: a lower-energy(30-300 keV) "soft"electron (givenby (21)-(22)), the evolvingdistributionmain-

tains a maximum at E = Es for all time; that is, we
take
the inner boundary condition as
ber densityNs • 5 x 10-a cm-a anda higher-energy
distribution with temperature Ts • 25 keV and num-

(300-2000keV) hardelectrondistributionwith temperature Tn m 200 keV and numberdensityNn • 10-4

cm-a.

The soil component
is characterized
by in-

tense substorm-relatedinjectionsand by strongtemporal variations. Accordingly,and in agreementwith
a suggested
interpretationby Caytonet al. [1989],we

OE

= 0

E - E•.

(24)

Finally, for the outer boundary condition we require
that the distributionfunctiontend to zerofor largevalues of E for all time, so we set
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10-3

x-

(28)

whereTn and Nn representthe temperatureand number density,respectively,
ofthe steadystatedistribution

ß 1 hour

10-4

(to be compared
withthe abovevalues
associated
with
the hard electrondistribution)andK2(/•) is &modified
Besselfunction of the secondkind of argument ,X. For

a givensteadystatesolutionthe parameters
a and b
:AB= 75p
'R

10-6
10-3

I

,I

100pT
•,.

\

i

300pT
I

•

L'4 '

1nT
I

•

I

I

10-?

\
I

sentedin this paper are shownin Figures5, 6, and 7
with corresponding
resultsgivenin Tables2, 3, and 4,
respectively.In all caseswe set the background
num-

1/2 day

ber densityto No - 10 cm-3 andthe sourceelectron
temperatureto Ts - 25 keV (giving/z - 20.44from
(22)), the latter valuebeingequalto the estimateby
Caytonet al. [1989]for the temperatureof the soft

1day
300pT
•
AB=lnT. :

electron distribution. The scheme and rationale for set-

ting the remainingparametersis as follows.First, we

xi

10-6
10-3

[Presset al., 1992].Havingthusobtained
values
for a
andb,wethencalculate
Tn andNn from(27)and(28).
Representative
numericalsolutions
of the modelpre-

1 hour

10-4

10-5

are determinedby a linear regression
comprisinga minimizationof a chi-squaregoodness-of-fit
merit function

set L, which fixes the value of the backgroundmagnetic
field Bo. Second,we set the averagewave amplitude
AB and the spectral index q; these values are chosen

to yield a value of the diffusionparameterDo (or/)o)
that is expectedto producea steadystate (equilibrium)
distribution function after several days of sourceinjection. Whistler mode "chorus" wave amplitudes have

10-4

beenreportedin the range 1-100 pT [Burrisand Helliwell,1975],with Parrot and Gaye[1994]findingthat

10-5

during more intenseperiodsof magneticactivity, wave
amplitudescan approachAB - I nT. Amplitudes of
whistlers associated mainly with hiss, with values of
100 pT or more, have also been reported by Smith et

10-•
2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 al. [1974]duringa typicalstormrecoveryphase.In Taq

ble 1, correspondingto a backgroundn,,_mberdensity

Figure 4. Diffusion
coefficient
D givenby (3), (6), of No - 10 cm-3, we presentthe waveamplitudesAB
(13),and(14)asa function
oftheparticlekineticenergy (pT) expectedto yield a high-energyhard electrondisE for the averagewaveamplitudeAB - 1 nT andthe
indicatedvaluesof the spectralindexq. Figures4a, 4b,
and 4c correspond
to the locationsL - 3, 4, and 5,
uensi•y
paruccc
respectively.•ne background
.... IIUlIIDCI'
No - 10 cm-3.
r-•,

f(E,t) - 0

....

1....

E > Eo,

_l

tribution after a few days of seedelectron injection as a
result of substorm activity. These required amplitudes

dependon the valuesof L and q (as well as No). For
q - 5/3 and for the inner region3 _<L < 5 the values
of AB are in the range 75-400 pT, which are realistic
thoughin the higherrangeof observations.
As pointed
out in section 2, the processof gyroresonantstochas(25) tic accelerationbecomesmore efficient with decreasing

_

'.•

whereEo is a specifieduppervalueof E (in practice,we
fix Eo = 2 x 104MeV). Havingconstructed
the evolving
electrondistributionsubjectto the aboveconditions,we
therebyobtain the resultingsteadystate distribution

background
plasmadensity.While No - 10 cm-3 can
be regardedas a representativevaluefor the background
plasmadensity outsidethe plasmaspherein certain con-

ditions,it is alsotrue that at othertimes,No - 1 cm-3
is
f(E), whichwefit to a relativistic
MaxwellJan
distrib- a morerepresentativevalue. Using(15), we calculate
that if we set No - 1 cm-3, then for 3 _<L _<5, the reution;that is, we carry out the linearfit
quiredAB valuesare in the range13-72 pT if q- 5/3
and in the range 35-316 pT if 2.5 _<q .<_3. Having set

log•o
{f(E)/[(E+1)(E(E
+2))•/2]
} - a+bE,
(26)values for No, T•, L, q, and AB,

we next specify the
mean particle escapetime T•c. In fact, since a value
for T•c is not preciselyknown, we treat T•c as an ad-

with

a -- log•o
[NnXe-)'/K2(X)],
b- -Xlog•o
e,

(27) justable parameterand run the cases1/(DoT•c) (or
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(a) Steadystatesolutions
f(E) to the kineticequation(1) for the electronenergy

distributionfunctionfor the indicatedvaluesof 1/(l)oTesc)corresponding
to differentmeanparticle escapetimes. The diffusioncoefficient
and systematicacceleration
rate are givenby (6)

and (7), with the diffusionparameter/)0definedby (14); q = 5/3, Jw = 1, L = 3, AB = 75
pT, No - 10 cm-3, and /)0 - 7.8 x 10-6 s-1. The particlesourcefunctionis givenby (21),
with S0 - 1.5 x 10-6 cm-3 s-1 and/• - 20.44. (b) Corresponding
rescaled
plotsof the solution
curvesof Figure 5a for comparisonwith relativisticMaxwellianenergydistributionfunctions.
The dashedlinesrepresentbestfits with Maxwelliandistributionsin accordance
with the results
given in Table 2.
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Figure
6. (a)Steady
state
solutions
f(E)tothekinetic
equation
(1)fortheelectron
energy
dis-

tributionfunctionfor the indicatedvaluesof 1/(DoTesc)corresponding
to differentmeanparticle

escape
times.The diffusion
coefficient
andsystematic
acceleration
ratearegivenby (3) and(4),
withthediffusion
parameter
Dodefined
by (13);q - 2.5,L - 6.6,AB - 800pT, No- 10cm-a,
andDo - 7.2x 10-6 s-1. Theparticlesource
function
is givenby (21),withS0- 1.4x 10-9
cm-a s-1 and /• - 20.44. (b) Corresponding
rescaled
plotsof the solutioncurvesof Figure
6a for comparison
with relativisticMaxwellianenergydistributionfunctions.The dashedlines
represent
bestfitswith Maxwelliandistributions
in accordance
with the resultsgivenin Table3.
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Figure 7. (a) As in Figure64, but for the parameters
q - 3, L - 5, AB - 1 nT, No - 10 cm-a,

andDo - 6.5 x 10-6 s-1. Theparticlesource
function
is givenby (21),with So- 1.9x 10-s
cm-3 s-1 and•u - 20.44. (b) Corresponding
rescaled
plotsof the solution
curvesof Figure
74 for comparisonwith relativisticMaxwellJanenergydistributionfunctions. The dashedlines
representbestfits with MaxwellJandistributionsin accordance
with the resultsgivenin Table4.

1/(Z)oTesc))- O,1,2,5, and 10. In Figure54 we show a best agreementwith the empirically derivedvaluesof

Nh • 10-4 cm-3 andTn = 200keV,whenT•sc• 1/2

steady state solutionsfor the electronenergy distribu-

tion functionf(E) for the caseL - 3, q - 5/3, and day, the correspondingtime for the formation of the
AB -- 75 pT. The sourcestrength So has been chosen steadystate solutionbeingTEQ m 4 days. A precise,
to produce a model solution that best agreeswith the

physicallyrepresentativevalue for the mean particle escape time T•sc is difficult to determine a priori since
Tescrelatesto scatteringlossesof electronsdue to both

hard electrondistributionof Caytonet al. [1989]. In
order to achievethis, for each steady state solution the

linearfit (26)-(28) to a relativisticMaxwellJan
distribu- whistler mode and EMIC waves. However, on the basis
tion is carried out. The correspondingresultsare shown of estimatesof timescales
for strongdiffusionscattering
in Figure 5b and Table 2. It is found that the temper- loss,it appearsthat T•scis of the orderof hours,andso,
ature Tn associatedwith a particular steady state solu- Tesc• 1/2 day is not an unreasonable
value.We relate
tion, as given by the parameterb (or the slopeof the TEe2to the time taken after the initiation of a stormfor
constructedline), is largelydeterminedby the valueof fluxesof relativisticelectronsto peak (seesection1),
Tesc,while the numberdensityNn, whichis then given which is observedto be severaldays. Thus we favor soby the parametera (or the verticalinterceptof the line), lutionsof the presentmodelfor whichT• - 1-5 days,
is largely determined by the value of So. mh......

,.,,.1+1-,

Its in

Table 2, for whichSo - 1.5 x 10-6 cm-as-1, indicate

r-/•_•

•

/I

,.1

'l-,1..

,'1.-,,-,

,-,•,;,•,-.1

...,-.1..•-,

In Figure 6 and Table 3 we showthe corresponding

Table 2. ResultsAssociated
withthe SteadyStateSolutions
Shownin Figure5
1/(7)oTesc)Test,day
0
1
2
5
10

o•
1.5
0.75
0.3
0.15

a

b(x10-•)

-2.25
-3.41
-3.76
-3.88
-3.85

-1.01
-1.11
-1.40
-2.17
-3.08

,¾2 Nh(x10-4),cm-•
3.95
0.30
0.32
0.11
0.046

160
8.9
2.4
0.8
0.4

Th,keV T•Q, day
430
390
310
190
140

Each line of the table correspondsto the particular value of T•c (the
mean particle escapetime) indicated. Each solutionis fitted to a relativistic
Maxwelliandistributionby meansof the linearfit (26) in whichthe parameters
a and b yield valuesfor the number density N• and temperature T• of the dis-

tribution;X2 measures
the goodness-of-fit.
The time takenfor the steadystate
(equilibrium)distributionto form is T•c4.

10
8
5
3
I
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Table 3. As for Table 2 Except the Resultsare Associatedwith the S•eadyState Solutions
in Figure 6

1/(DoTesc) Test,day
0
1
2
5
10

•
1.6
0.8
0.4
0.2

a

b(x10-a)

X•

Nh(X10-4), cm-a

-3.47
-3.56
-3.74
-4.00
-4.17

-0.58
-1.5
-2.0
-2.9
-3.9

0.77
0.052
0.034
0.010
0.034

3.8
3.2
1.2
0.32
0.13

resultsfor the caseNo - 10 cm-3, L - 6.6, q - 2.5,
and AB - 800 pT; while in Figure 7 and Table 4, we
showthe resultsfor the caseNo - 10 cm-3, L - 5,
q - 3, and AB - I nT. As can be seenfrom Tables
2-4, for both thesecases,best agreementbetweenthe

Tn, keV TEQ,day
750
280
220
150
110

11
8
5
3
1

Earth'smagnetosphere
canbe impactedby a high-speed
solar wind stream followinga magneticfield buildup

knownas a corotatinginteractionregion(CIR). CIRs
causesmall and moderate magneticstormsbut not ma-

jor storms. Sincethe Earth can be embeddedin the
associatedhigh-speedstreamfor daysto weeks,there
for daysto weeks[Tsurutaniet al., 1995;
al. [1989]occurswhenTesc• 1/2 dayandcorrespondsare substorms
to a formationtime TEc•-- 3-5 days.If the background Kamide et al., 1998].Thus, duringthis long-lastingrenumberdensityis takento be No - I cm-3, the cases coveryphaseof the magneticstorm, there will be conshownin Figures6 and 7 correspond
to valuesœorthe tinuouslyenhancedwave activity, in the form of both
waveamplitudeAB of 190 and 316 pT. Figures6 and 7 whistler mode chorusand EMIC waves,to drive the accorrespondto casesof intensesubstormactivity during celerationmechanismpresentedherein to generatethe
the storm recovery phase.
high-energy(> 1 MeV) electrons.
Takinginto accountthe valueof the waveamplitudes
solutionsand the hard electron distribution of Cayton et

givenin Table2 corresponding
to No - 10cm-• and
their convertedvaluesfor the caseNo - I cm-•, we
reiterate that the model solutionsimply that for a Kol-

mogorov
turbulentwavespectrum,
stistained
whistler

4.

Conclusions

In this paper, by means of quasi-linear theory and
a test particle approach we have formulated the model

amplitudesin the physicallyrealisticrange 13-72 pT
cangeneratea typicalhighenergyhardelectrondistribution in the inner magnetosphere
3 <_L <_5 within I or
2 days.It shouldalsobe notedthat the modelcalcula-

kinetic equation (1) in which the accelerationmecha-

tions show that the acceleration mechanism considered

study has been to apply (1) to the Earth's inner mag-

nism is due to gyroresonant interaction between electrons and whistler mode turbulence correspondingto
parallel wave propagation. The essentialpurposeof the

in this paper is not effectivein the region7 <_L _<9 netosphere in order to test the hypothesis that stormsince the necessaryvalues of the whistler amplitude enhanced whistler mode chorus can accelerate lower-

wouldbe too high (typicallyin excess
of I nT). Thus energy substorm-producedseedelectronsto relativistic
the model formulated herein has been shown to be a (> 1 MeV) energiesover a period of a few days. Our
viable mechanismfor acceleratingelectronsexactly in
the inner regionof the magnetosphere
wherethe peak
in electronphase spacedensityof the highly energetic
electronsis observedto occur[e.g.,$elesnickandBlake,
1997b].
A requirement of the model presentedhere is enhancedwhistler mode choruslasting for a period of at
least i or 2 days. Geomagneticconditionsduring which
sucha requirementis particularly well satisfiedoccur
duringthe descending
phaseof the solarcyclewhenthe

conclusions

are as follows.

1. On the basis of the model calculationsin this paper it is entirely possible for enhanced whistler mode
chorus to generate the observed increasesin relativis-

tic (> 1 MeV) killer electronsduringthe stormrecovery
after a period of several days so long as the waves are

suificiently
strong.If No - 10 cm-• is takento be the
backgroundplasma number density outsidethe plasmasphere,the typical averagewave amplitudesrequiredfor
a Kolmogorovspectrum are in the range AB = 75-400

Table 4. As for Table 2 Exceptthe Resultsare Associatedwith the SteadyState Solutions
in Figure 7

1/(DoT•)
0
1
2
5
10

T•, day
cx•
1.8
0.9
0.45
0.2

a

b(x10-•)

X•'

Nn(x10-4),cm-•

-4.00
-3.90
-4.02
-4.19
-4.30

-0.22
-1.1
-1.5
-2.3
-3.3

21
1.8
0.88
0.31
0.12

140
3.3
1.2
0.32
0.12

Tn,keV TEQ,day
2000
410
290
190
130

12
9
5
3
1
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pT, dependenton the locationL. If No - 1 cm-3, the

evolutionof the particledistributionfunction•b(p,t,

due to gyroresonantinteractionswith the wavesis
required wave amplitudes are in range 13-72 pT.
2. Energetic electron spectra of the model solutions
do not follow a simple power law in energy. For certain
sets of parameters we find that solutions can be well
fitted to the relativistic Maxwellian distribution empir-

ically constructedby Caytonet al. [1989]to represent
the higher energy (300 keV to 2 MeV) hard electron
population at geosynchronousorbit. We note the re-

centanalysisby Freemanet al. [1998]of the November
3-4, 1993, storm in which electrons from --100 keV to

1.5 MeV were characterizedby a power law spectrum.
Evidently,optimal fitting of empiricalelectronspectra
to power law, Maxwellian, or other types of distribution can dependon the energyrangeprescribedand the
event under consideration. In connection with electron

powerlawenergyspectra,Ma andSummers
[1998]have
shownthat suchspectracan be producedby whistler
mode turbulence, although it is questionablewhether
the necessaryconditionsestablishedin their theoretical

Ot -- p10
• Op(p•DppOq5)
•pp+•10
•pp
Dp••-•
O(fi_
(p•
+

I •pp
O(pe•œqb)+Q(p,t).
(Xl)
+p-•
Equation (A1), called a kinetic or diffusionor FokkerPlanck equation, is derived by expandinga collisionless Boltzmann equation for the particle distribution
function to secondorder in perturbed quantities and
by ensembleaveragingover the statisticalpropertiesof
the plasma wavesin accordancewith quasi-lineartheory. Among the early authors to carry out this procedurewere Kennel and Engelmann[1966],Hall and
Starrock[1967], and Lerche[1968];see also Melrose
[1980],$chlickeiser[1989],and $teinackerand Miller

studycan be satisfiedin the Earth'smagnetosphere.
3. It is unlikely that any singlephysicalmechanism
of electronaccelerationcan fully accountfor relativistic electronenhancements
occurringduringthe recov-

[1992]and references
therein. In (A1), p is the relativistic unit momentumgiven by p - "/v/c, where v

et al., 1998]. Rapid energeticelectronflux enhance-

source term. The Fokker-Planck

is the particlespeedand"/ - (1- v2/ce)
-•/• is the

Lorentz factor, with c the speedof light; t is time;
ery phaseof magneticstorms,not least becausevarious is the cosine
of the pitchangle;•œis an energy
loss
types of energetic electron event have been observed term due to processes
not directly associated
with gy[e.g.,Baker et al., 1997,1998;Reeves,1998b;Reeves roresonantwave-particleinteractions;and Q(p, t) is a
or diffusion coefficients

ments taking place over minutes have been associated Dpp,Dp•, D•p, and D,, dependon the propertiesof the

with inductiveelectricfields[e.g.,Li et al., 1993],while wave turbulence,namely, the wave mode and polarizaenhancementsoccurringover tens of minutesor a few tion, the angleof wavepropagationto the ambientmag-

hourshavebeenlinkedto ULF pulsations
[e.g.,Rostoker netic field, and the powerspectrum,includingthe ratio
et al., 1998;Liu et al., 1999].The gradualacceleration of the turbulent waveenergyto the backgroundmagprocess(occurringovera few days)formulatedin this netic energy. These coefficientshave been given both
paperis not intendedto apply to suchenergeticelectron in generalform and specificform for variousparticular
eventsthat typically result from major storms. How- wave modesby a number of authors,for example,Mel[1989],$teinackerand Miller
ever, small and moderate magneticstormsassociated rose[1980],$chlickeiser

with corotatinginteractionregions(CIRs) character- [1992],andHamiltonandPetrosian[1992] It isnotnecessaryhereto derive (A1), whichrequiresconsiderable

istically have long recoveryphasesand attendant substormsfor daysto weeks[Tsurutaniet al., 1995;Kamide
et al., 1998]. Sincethesesubstormsproduceenhanced
whistlermodechorus(and .t•vxxx•,
••
........
..... [c•b
•' l•2c•l•]
' .... •
wc•v•] • uv•l
severaldays, the necessaryconditionsfor the effectivenessof the mechanismpresentedin this paper are sat-

algebra,or to providegeneralexpressions
for the coefficientsDpp,Dp• - D•p, and Duu. We shallassume
that
• •
• ,•i+• anglescatteringis .... • larger than
the rate of energydiffusion(and the rate of the particle
escapefrom the system). Such an assumptionis rea-

isfied. Hence,for thesetypesof stormand possibly sonableon the basisof an analysisof timescalesassociothers,whenaveragewaveamplitudesare sufficiently ated with resonant interaction of electrons with whistler
large,the presentstudyshowsthat in conjunctionwith modewaves,for example,see Melrose[1980]and the
by Hamiltonand Petrosian[1992].Equivapitch anglescatteringby EMIC waves,the mechanism discussion
of stochasticaccelerationby whistler mode turbulence
is a seriouscandidatefor explainingthe generationof

lently,
defining
thetimescales
T• - D•-•i,T•p- pD•-pl,
andTpp- p2D•p•andtheescape
timeTesc,
weas-

killer electrons.

samethat T.. << Tpp,T.. << T•p, and T.. << Tesc.
Then the particle distribution function can be assumed

Appendix:

Derivation

of the

Fokker-Planck Equation (1)
We considerenergetic chargedparticles in a uniformmagneticfieldwith superimposed
small-amplitude
plasmawavesof a given mode. The equationfor the

to be isotropic,and the pitch angle can be eliminated
from the problemby integrating (A1) with respectto
/• [e.g., see Schlickeiser,1989; Steinackerand Miller,
1992].Writing

F(p,t) -

•b(p,
t,/z)d/z
/_1
1

(A2)
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anglediffusionby meansof a lossterm -F(p, t)/Tesc,
(A 1) thus becomes
OF(p, t)
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